
A) General comments:

- Figure 2 needs some work (see detailed comments):
Done

- the registration of hit is not clear in section 1.3 (see more detailed comments)

Done
- The DAQ needs a better explanation on the text and fig 3

Done

- When talking about operational efficiency the several sources due to SCT are not well specified or clear.  For 2012 the 99.3% mentioned is relative to the recorded 13.73 fb-1 recorder or include down-time due to  the SCT itself ? I mean is it 99.3% up-time of SCT ?  

99.3% is the percentage of the Recorded data that is good for tracking (i.e. the SCT does not compromise the recorded data). I have added the fraction of ATLAS downtime due to the SCT to the text.

- what is the major cause of down-time ?
It is chips becoming desynchronised and needing to be recovered / reconfigured.


- Despite the improvement explained later, the efficiency is lower in 2012 that in 2011 and 2010 (taken from the abstract) : what is the major reason for that ? Is it related to the integrated luminosity, to the instant luminosity or to the ageing of components ? 

This is due to the instantaneous luminosity.


- when describing operation, in particular the up-time,  it missing the information on:
   1) raising HV from 50V to 150V is done automatically, when ? any tracking inefficient period due to this (even if low) from this ?
This is done automatically once the beams are stable in the machine, ATLAS does not take data during this time, it is part of the 'start-up' -- I think the text is clear that the voltage is 50V when not stable, and 150 Otherwise.
I will clarify the the transition takes place while beams are stable


   2) when the detector is configured (before recent implementation) ? once per day ?

before every beam injection


   3) recently an new automatic reconfiguration has been implemented: is it causing any loss of tracking data (dead or down time) ? 

approximately 1 second every half hour (1 / 1800)

- About TX VCSEL  problem it is not clear wether you can replace the affected hardware at anytime or only during end-of-year shutdown. 

The TX VCSEL's are off detector, it has been made more clear.

- For the alignment: are you taking sensible cosmics data along the year ? if yes, when ? How much cosmics data do you need per year ?

Cosmic data was taken during long periods (greater than a day)  without beam in March, April, June, August, September, November, and December. There is no required amount of cosmics per year (this is not added to the text) -- I can add a line that 111 Million cosmic events were tken during 2012 if you wish ?

- For the alignment: you have shown results for year 2010. Any results from 2011 / 2012 ? was any movement seen or improvements in the alignment adopted ?
T
here are no updated results.


- In the conclusions  (or before) can you inform about any possible improvement foreseen for after the LS1 ? Is the cooling of outer barrel layer going to stay above 0C, for example ? 

No, I cannot this is part of the talk on the upgrade, which should also be part of the proceedings.

  What are the lesson learned for the future ? 

Redundancy is a good thing to have built into a system, and the SCT runs well within the design specifications. Some components which were known to be questionable are showing degradation, but not affecting data-taking efficiency

- There is no comment in the text about heavy-ion collision period, a part from the abstract. Is there any difference among pp and Heavy ion collisions period in term of SCT efficiency ?

The efficiency for Heavy Ion running at the end of 2011 was 99.7%, I have modified the not to state that the > 99% applied to Heavy Ion running as well






